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ABSTRACT 
Derivation of a Numerical Method for Computing 3-D 
Magnetoplasmadynamic Flows in Thermodynamic Non-equilibrium 
by 
Caroline Cecile Marcelle Liron, M.S.A.E. 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, 2005 
SUPERVISOR: Dr. Eric R. Perrell 
Various models exist for the propulsion concept using magneto/rydrodynamics 
(MHD). Various authors, such as Powell, Canupp, Candler, and MacCormack have 
dealt with issues of solving the magnetic field induction equations simultaneously 
with Navier-Stokes equations using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Although 
most authors deal with species non-equilibrium and thermal non-equilibrium, a new 
emphasis is set to study the impact of electrons with the electron energy and the 
electronic excitation energy, as well as a complex energy non-equilibrium. 
This thesis presents the derivation of a numerical method for computing 3-D 
MHD flows for the purpose of modeling steady-state magnetop/a^madynamic 
thrusters (MPDT). It details the derivations of each equation: both Navier-Stokes and 
the induction equation when the magnetic term is treated as a body force and the 
electron pressure as a surface force. The method of flux vector splitting has been 
chosen to solve the set of ns+ 12 equations, ns being the number of heavy particles 
involved in the flow. In addition, it presents the mathematical issues encountered in 
using this method. The first part of the method has been solved, finding the conserved 
variables, flux vectors, flux vector Jacobian, and eigenvalues. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) modeling is important for the development of 
high performance propulsion systems for interplanetary travel. Electromagnetic 
acceleration of plasmas can be modeled with the MPD equations of motion if the 
colhsional mean free path is small in comparison with the scale length of interest. 
There are a number of propulsion problems that can be successfully studied with such 
numencal approach, including fusion, arcjets, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) nozzles, 
high Mach number reentry problems, as well as the MPD thruster (MPDT). 
The MPDT has a high exhaust velocity (20 to 100 km/s), a high thrust density, 
and operates at high power levels (~1 MW)1. These attributes make the MPDT an 
attractive candidate for manned missions. Examples of such missions are deep-space 
explorations, rendezvous, and delivery of support payload. 
An MPDT is a nozzle shaped structure with two electrodes. The anode is the 
nozzle-shaped outer structure surrounding a center cylindrical cathode. Current due to 
the electric field between the two electrodes induces the magnetic field. In some 
designs, a magnetic field is also applied externally. The interaction of the electric and 
magnetic fields in a conductive gas results in a Lorentz force, producing thrust. 
Electrical conductivity arises from arcs between the electrodes producing an ionized 
plasma from the propellant gas. 
High-power MPDT development is currently underway at both the NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) 
While the research at MSFC is presently aimed towards accurate integration of 
numencal simulations, GRC has achieved expenments of high-power systems using 
both self-induced magnetic fields and external magnetic fields. This thesis is closely 
linked to the numencal integration done at MSFC. Together with MSFC, we are 
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working on developing several numerical codes capable of simulating any propulsion 
system. Each code would represent one aspect of the propulsion system, e.g. structural 
behavior or fluid behavior. 
This work particularly emphasizes the equations governing electromagnetic 
propulsion and their numerical solution. Specifically, we will develop our model using 
the 3-D magnetoplasmadynamic equations of motion. Significantly, Sutton and 
Biblarz1 note the main disadvantage of MPD as "difficult to simulate analytically". 
1.2 Previous Research 
Current research related to MPD involves software simulations using 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as well as experimental measurements. 
To this date, perhaps the most widely applied MPD software is MACH3, which 
was developed for the US Air Force starting in the mid 1980's. MACH2, the 2-D 
version, is a time-marching MHD code solving for two dimensional and axisymmetric 
single fluid flows . The governing equations solved by MACH2 are continuity, 
momentum, electron and ion specific internal energy, and magnetic induction. As a 
newer version, MACH3, in addition to treating 3-dimensional flows, also includes the 
radiation energy density and elastic stress equations. The most significant addition to 
MACH3, however, is its dependence on the varying upstream conditions. Indeed, the 
operating conditions will influence the time-marching resolution. 
To complement and validate software development, some experimental studies 
have been undertaken. In 1983, Burton et at set up and tested pulsed argon and 
nitrogen MPD thrusters in order to create a performance database. In 1998, Choueiri 
and Ziemer5 extended this database by including other propellants more likely to find 
use in practice, such as hydrogen, deuterium and xenon. In 2003, again Choueiri et at 
compared their experimental measurements with their own computer generated 
numerical results. They compared current contours, thrust values, velocity, voltage 
and power input to the plasma. Thrust is over-predicted by 8% then under-predicted 
by 7% when input current is increased from 12kA to 20kA. Current contours are well 
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predicted. However, the current contours validations are valid only where the 
continuum assumption applies. The single continuity equation solved by the code 
limits the regions where the code is valid. In any case, lack of data restricted 
comparisons in these regions. The results were satisfactory enough for them to 
compare other propellants and test the MPDT in other regimes. 
The basis of such software development relies on the correct formulation of the 
governing equations. The governing equations for simple MPD flows have been 
known for some time. In 1965, Sutton and Sherman7 detail the derivations of all 
governing equations of an electromagnetic flow: mass, momentum, and energy 
conservation, plus the magnetic induction equation. The last equation is derived 
starting from Maxwell's equations. However, much latitude exists with regard to the 
assumptions (hence accuracy) made by individual researchers in formulating the 
governing equations for MPD studies. Additional equations arise from considerations 
of multiple species, heavy particles vs. free electrons, the number of dimensions, as 
well as which energies are considered in non-equilibrium. Each non-equilibrium 
variable is associated with its own equation. It is easy to see how complex a model can 
become if energies, most commonly vibrational, rotational, electron, electronic, and 
total energy are all set in non-equilibrium. 
These latter considerations are not adequately addressed by the various 
mathematical models8 9 10 n that exist for the MPD equations. However, modeling of 
these effects can be found within a substantial body of literature that addresses 
hypersonic flows, typically for air-breathing propulsion, and re-entry flow 
applications. It is again the energy modeling - also refened to as temperature 
modeling - that distinguishes each work, but also the separation of the electrons from 
the general flow. Candler , for example, models multiple species, free electrons, 
vibrational, and electronic non-equilibrium. However, because flows of interest 
include electrons, it is necessary to distinguish between the electron and electronic 
energies. Hatfield13 deals with the energy by increasing complexity in its modeling. 
He studies three, four, and five temperature models considering translational, 
vibrational, rotational, electron and electronic energies in various equilibrium 
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schemes. Results are usually similar. However, by consequently increasing the number 
of temperatures, results are more precise as to which fraction of the energy contributes 
to the final temperature. As Candler12 demonstrates, the setup of non-equilibrium 
vibrational temperature for individual species is not justified when the chemical 
species present in the gas have widely the same vibrational relaxation rates. Thus, his 
later research did not include vibrational non-equilibrium for each species but rather 
one general vibrational energy. 
After choosing which physical phenomenon to study in non-equilibrium, setting 
up the equations can be straightforward. Nonetheless, solving the MPD equations 
numerically using modern upwind methods14 15 16 has raised two mathematical issues. 
Again, Maxwell's equations are used to derive the magnetic induction equation. 
One of Maxwell's equations states the in variance of the magnetic 
divergence, V • B = 0. This property introduces a line of zeroes in the flux Jacobian 
matrices (derivatives of the fluxes with respect to the conserved variables density, 
velocity, magnitudes of the magnetic field, and specific energies). This singularity 
results in an error during the numerical simulation. In order to bypass this matter, 
Powell, Roe, Myong, Gombosi, and De Zeeuw introduce a mathematical artifice. By 
introducing a new term proportional to V • B and incorporating it into the existing 
fluxes, the fluxes become non-zero analytically. However, due to the zero value of the 
divergence, the result remains the same. Thus, Powell et al settle the singularity by 
creating a new non-singular matrix having the same results. This solution has been 
retained in many works. 
The other mathematical problem is unique to a particular type of upwinding. 
MHD simulations are often solved using the flux vector splitting (FVS) method 
patterned after Steger and Warming17. This method is favored by hypersonics 
researchers for its numerical stability and physical accuracy. In order for the method to 
give valid results, the fluxes need to be homogeneous in the first degree with respect 
to the conserved variables. Non-homogeneity is introduced by the magnetic induction 
equation, and can result from certain formulations of the molecular energies. For 
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example, holding vibrational and translational, or electron and electronic energies in 
equilibrium, introduces nonlinearities between the conserved variables and the 
pressures. Both Canupp18 and MacCormack19 have addressed the magnetic induction 
equation by introducing a homogeneity variable a, which when set to unity during 
resolution does not influence the results. 
1.3 Approach 
This thesis attempts to further derive and solve the governing equations in a 
manner as physically realistic, and mathematically rigorous, as possible. In particular, 
ionization and other thermodynamic phenomena, which have been studied for 
hypersonic flow applications, and which also typify MPD flows, are addressed, in 
addition to the obvious electromagnetic effects. This case is unique as it specifically 
treats electrons in non-equilibrium. Indeed, a five-temperature model is chosen, 
dealing with translational, vibrational, rotational, electron and electronic energies with 
their own respective temperatures. With the magnetic field components, this 
formulation yields a number of conserved variables equal to twelve plus the number of 
molecular and ionic species. 
Fluxes of the conserved variables are modeled in an upwind fashion, using flux 
vector splitting patterned after Steger and Warming17. First order homogeneity of the 
fluxes in the conserved variables, as required for flux vector splitting, is strictly 
enforced in the formulation of the problem. This property rarely is shown and actually 
verified in other works. 
This thesis is split into four parts. In the first part, a general overview of the 
electric and magnetic field is given. The resulting force between the two interacting 
fields, known as the Lorentz force, is the acceleration mechanism used by the MPD 
thruster. 
The second part is the main work - modeling of the case and the derivations of all 
the governing equations. Mass conservation is applied to each chemical species, both 
heavy particles and electrons. Momentum and magnetic field conservation are written 
5 
in three spatial coordinates. Since a five-temperature model is set up, five energy 
equations are written. Heavy particle pressure and electron pressure are considered as 
surface forces. The Lorentz force is regarded as a body force. As a result, the pressures 
and Lorentz forces appear as momentum fluxes, and flow work terms in the electron 
energy and total energy equations. 
Finally, the third part referring to the resolution method of flux vector splitting is 
detailed and applied up to the determination of the eigenvalues, or wave speeds, in a 
general coordinate system. The derivation makes use of a simplifying transformation 
from conservative to primitive variables, in constructing both the flux Jacobian and the 
eigenvalues. Powell's method of addressing the singularity in the flux Jacobian is 
employed, as is MacCormack and Canupp's method for restoring homogeneity to the 
magnetic induction equations. 
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2 THE INDUCED MAGNETIC FIELD 
The law of Biot-Savart relates the magnetic field to the currents that create it. 
Sketching a wire charged electrically by current / , at any distance r away from the 
wire, the current / traveling through an infinitesimal wire length dl creates a 
differential magnetic field dB of amplitude: 
pi0I dZxr dB 
\n (2.1) 
where ju0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. 
The direction of the created elementary magnetic dB field is both perpendicular 
to the wire and to the direction of the radius. It follows the right-hand rule with dl and 
r as sketched below: 
Infinitesimal wire length d/ 
Current 1 
Distance r 
,''fir unit vector r 
Figure 2-1 Electrical wire creating a magnetic field 
The superposition of all the current elements sum up to create the magnetic field 
at point A in Figure 2-1. Thus, the amplitude of the magnetic field is 
integrating over the entire wire length: 
s given by 
B = PoL fd/xr 
An * r2 
(2.2) 
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3 THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The governing equations reflect the basic principles that govern the evolution of 
the flow properties. In fluid dynamics, the most common properties are densities (also 
referred to as mass), velocity, and energies. Since this study focuses on the influence 
of the magnetic field and its resulting Lorentz force we must also consider Maxwell's 
equations. 
3.1 Continuity 
When a fluid is in motion, it must move in such a way that mass is conserved. 
Assuming no source terms, the equation translating this property is: 
^ + V . ( p u ) = 0 (3.1) 
dt 
The charged particles involved in the MPD flow will include both heavy particles 
and electrons. The density includes both electrons and heavy particles. 
This work will assume non-equilibrium between all species densities, both heavy 
particles and electrons. Hence a conservation equation is written for each species 5, 
and for free electrons e. 
For 1 < s < ns: 
^ + V - ( A u ) = 0 (3.3) 
dt 
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For electrons, 
dt 
+ V - ( # u ) = 0 (3.4) 
3.2 Momentum Conservation 
The momentum conservation equations for a viscous flow are commonly referred 
to as the Navier-Stokes equations. With the assumption of inviscid flow taken for this 
research, the Navier-Stokes equations are reduced to Euler's equations. 
The derivation of the momentum equation for a 3-D inviscid-compressible flow 
including magnetic body forces follows. The starting equation is Newton's second 
law, which states that the sum of all forces equals the time rate of change of 
momentum. Let m refer to the mass and a to the acceleration. Assuming the mass is 
constant, Newton's second law is written as: 
Force = ma (3.5) 
In order to evaluate this relation for fluid motion, consider a flow field whose 
properties such as speed, temperature, and pressure vary in space and time. Consider a 
fixed finite control volume V shown below through which the flow field travels. The 
volume is delimited by a control surface S . 
FLOW 
SURFACE S ' 
Figure 3-1 Flow field - Control volume 
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The acceleration is obtained by integrating the rate of change of velocity over the 
volume: 
ma Jv dt 
(3.6) 
The force applied to a flow field combines both surface and volume forces, also 
respectively called pressure and body forces. The surface forces are the ones directly 
in contact with the control volume. Pressure and viscosity are the most common 
examples. These forces are localized. Body forces affect the body in its whole while 
having no direct contact with the control volume; the most common body force is 
gravity. 
Thus the force term can be split into two new terms: 
Force = force
 JH^„ + f o r c e , ^ (3.7) 
We introduce the elementary surface and volume forces: 
fs elementary surface force 
fb elementary body force 
In order to obtain the force, we integrate the elementary surface force f
 5 over the 
control surface S and the elementary body force fb over the control volume V : 
Force = \ f,dS + \ fbdV (3.8) 
The pressure force is the summation over the control surface of the elementary 
surface force p . Expressed in terms of static pressure and viscosity, this force is: 
P.j = p + -r?(V-u) s*-n 
du, 9", 
- + - ; 
Kdx} dx, 
(3.9) 
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where we introduce the Kronecker delta function: 
fO if i*j 8=\ (3.10) 
and p and rj are the static pressure and viscosity, respectively. 
As the flow is considered non-viscous in this research, the elemental pressure 
force ptJ simply reduces to the pressure p . Referring to Figure 3-1 on page 9, the 
pressure is applied inward toward the control surface, thus opposite to the vector dS , 
and thus giving the negative sign in the integration process. We also introduce the 
electron pressure pe which is treated the same way. The final pressure force fi is a 
combination of both the pressure from heavy particles and the electron pressure. We 
so define static pressure as: 
s*e 
We thus write the total surface pressure as: 
f o r c e „ r / _ = - { s p d S (3.12) 
Using Gauss' gradient theorem to change each surface integral to volume 
integrals, 
iovcesurfnce = - l Vp dV (3.13) 
Thus the equation of motion is rewritten in integral form as: 
f d(pU'dV = - f Vp dV + f f dV (3.14) 
iv dt Jv/ }v 
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Since the control volume is independent from any variable and all the functions 
are continuous, all the terms in the above equation can be combined on one side: 
II 'd(pa) dt + Vp-fb dV=0 (3.15) 
If the integral of a continuous function is zero then the function itself is zero. We 
then have: 
d(pu) 
dt • + Vp-fb=0 (3.16) 
Expanding the time derivative of the velocity using the general formula: 
a 
JP • 
Time derivative in 
the co-moving frame 
) + u - V ( ) 
*-" local, instantaneous 
Time derivative in velocity 
the fixed frame 
(3.17) 
We conclude on the formulation of the equation of motion: 
d(pu) 
dt 
- + V(puu) = -Vp + fi (3.18) 
where 
uu 
f 2 \ 
u uv uw 
uv vw 
.uw vw w 
(3.19) 
Let us now look at the body forces. If the fluid is at least partially ionized, then 
electric and magnetic fields will act as body forces on the fluid. MHD is the 
theoretical study of such motion when the Navier-Stokes equations are combined with 
some form of Maxwell's equations to model the evolution of the fields. 
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When a particle with charge q is in an environment where an electric field E is 
present, the particle is subject to an electric force: 
F^,„c=<?E (3.20) 
When the same charge q travels through a magnetic field B at a speed u, the 
particle is subject to Laplace's force: 
F ^ = 4 U X B (3.21) 
Again, when the same charge q travels through an environment where both an 
electric field and a magnetic field exist, both forces combine to create Lorentz's force: 
F « = < ? ( E + uxB) (3.22) 
The Lorentz force can accelerate or decelerate an ionized particle. If directed in 
the right direction, this force can contribute to the thrust. 
The elementary Lorentz force exerted on an electron is expressed as follows: 
fb =yO,E + J x B (3.23) 
where: 
E electric field 
J electric current vector 
B magnetic field 
Magnetohydrodynamic equations are fairly complex. Two approximations are 
commonly used to simplify their resolution. These approximations are largely 
explained by Sutton and Sherman in their book entitled "Engineering 
Magnetohydrodynamics"7. The main steps are retained in the following pages. 
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The first approximation is to neglect the effect of excess charge pe\x on the 
current flow. By comparing the order of magnitude: 
* £ = . £ £ = 10-
 (3.24) 
J x B ah ' 
where in this equation: 
K0 permittivity of vacuum 
V characteristic velocity 
a electrical conductivity 
L characteristic length 
Thus, we neglect peE simplifying the body force to: 
f „ = J x B (3.25) 
The next steps use Maxwell's equations - magnetic governing equations - to 
expand further the above equation into pressure and magnetic terms only. 
Maxwell's equations can be found in any electromagnetic or MHD literature7. 
They are: 
V-E = ^  (3.26) (a) 
Ko 
V B = 0 (3.27) 
VxE = - — (3.28) 
dt 
( dE 
VxB=// ( " " 
v 
J + K o _ + V x M j (3.29) (a) 
with ju0 and Mp are respectively the magnetic permeability of vacuum and the 
magnetization. 
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\ 
Neglecting magnetization and displacement current —- = 0 
V at 
(the 
approximations are again explained by Sutton and Sherman7), Maxwell's equations 
simplify to: 
Gauss1 Law: V • E = 0 (3.26) (b) 
V-B=0 (3.27) 
Faraday's Law: VxE = (3.28) 
dt 
Ampere's Law: VxB = //0J (3.29) (b) 
Combining Ampere's Law with the current formulation of the body force: 
f , = J x B 
- ( V x B L B (3-30) 
Mo 
or: 
Mo 
We conclude on the formulation of the equation of motion for a compressible 3-D 
inviscid flow in the presence of a magnetic field and a pressure force: 
d(pu) , , (VxB)xB yH
 ' +V-(puu) = -Vp + ± '- (3.32) 
dt jUQ 
In order to use computational fluid dynamics, we write the equation in the 
conservation form: 
a L L 3 U + 9 L L 2 L U 0.33, 
dt dx dy dz 
where W are the source terms. 
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An additional term is added to the previously written equation of motion, 
B(V-B) 
Mo 
(3.34) 
This term simplifies the writing in conservation form as well as reinforces 
Equation (3.27) (no magnetic monopoles). Adding the term to the momentum equation 
will not change the result of the equation since the value of the term is null. On the 
other hand, it will ensure that the divergence of the magnetic field remains null during 
calculations. Equation (3.32) becomes: 
d(pu) . . (VxB)xB B(V-B) 
v J+V-(puu ) = -Vp + ± '- + ^  '- (3.35) 
dt jUQ ju0 
Also, from non-commutivity of the cross product: 
(VxB)xB = -Bx(VxB) (3.36) 
Factoring ju0 and reorganizing terms, we have: 
+ V-(puu) = -Vp +—(B(V-B)-Bx(VxB)) (3.37) 
dt v'~ ' r M 
Converting the first three terms to conservation form is straightforward. The 
following steps will cover the conversion of the last two terms into the conservation 
form, thus a formulation of: 
B(V-B)-Bx(VxB) (3.38) 
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Using the expansion for the double cross-product: 
•Bx(VxB) = Byx 
B, 
d_ 
dx 
d_, 
dy 
d_ 
dz 
-x 
5, 
By 
B, 
(3.39) 
Bx 
5 , x 
B, 
dB, dBv 
dy 
dB, 
dz 
as 
dz 
dBz 
dx 
dBr 
B, 
dx dy 
dB^ dBx" 
dy 
+ B, dBr dB. 
B. 
(dBv dB, 
B, 
dx dy 
dB, dB, 
-B. 
dz 
(dB, dBv 
1x J 
dz dx 
ydy dz j 
dy dz 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
Treating only the x -component, Equation (3.38) is equivalent to: 
B. 
as a#v dB, 
• + • + • 
dx dy dz 
-B, 
a#v dB 
dx dy 
+ B. 
dB, dB. 
dz dx 
(3.42) 
dB Again, we add a term identically equal to zero by adding and subtracting Bx —— 
dx 
Rearranging terms yields: 
B. 
(dB, dBv dB, 
+ ^ -^ + -dx dy dz + 
B. 
dB, 
+ B, 
dB, 
+ B 
dB, 
dx dy ' dz 
dx dx dx 
(3.43) 
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Using index notations, for the j -component: 
(
 dB dB, 
v dx, dx, 
i aB; 
2 dx. i J " ^ j 
(3.44) 
where we define the magnitude of the magnetic field as: 
B2=B2+B2+B: (3.45) 
We note that the first term can be reduced to: 
. V dx, j z (3.46) 
The magnetic field term in they'-direction is then written as: 
ft ~N 1 f 3n B \ t Z\r>2 
—(B(V-B)-Bx(VxB)) = — £ 
\Mo J, Mo i 
dB}B, 
\ dx, J 
i aB  
2/^0 a*7 
(3.47) 
We introduce a new notation: 
r a * , ^ 
I a*, ; = fv -
B B l 
I. Mo ) 
(3.48) 
where 
BB = 
' B; ByBx BZB^ 
BrB^ B) ByBz 
yBxB. B,B} B: 
(3.49) 
Finally, recall the original 3-D (x,y,z) momentum equation (3.37) and shift all 
terms to the left hand side: 
- i ^ i + V-(/7iiu) + V p - — ( B ( V - B ) - B x ( V x B ) ) = 0 
dt Mo 
(3.50) 
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This transforms to the final vector notation: 
d(pu) 
dt 
+ V puu + I p+ 
B 2 A 
2A 
BB 
oy M 
= 0 (3.51) 
•o J 
Expanding the momentum equations, where again the components of the velocity 
vector u are u, v, and w and the components of the magnetic field vector are Bx, 
B%, and B,, the expressions are: 
dpu dpuu dpuv dpuw _ dp 1 
dt dx - + dy dz dx jUd 
dBB, dBBv dBB 
dx dy dz 
dpv dpvu dpvv dpvw _ dp 1 
- + - + + -dt dx dy dz dy M< 
dB.B, dBB, dBB. 
o V dx 
• + -
dy dz 
d_ 
'dx 
d_ 
3v 
f
 Bl + Bl + B 2\ 
2Mo 
( D 2 B: + B; + B 2 \ 
2/^o 
dpw dpwu dpwv dpww __ dp 1 
dt dx dy dz dz JUQ 
dB.Bx 95 A dB.B, 
——
x
- + —~—^ + —=-— dx dy dz 
f
 D2 
dz 
Bt+B^ + B 
2ju0 
2 ^ 
We conclude on the momentum equation written in conservation form: 
dpu a 
dt dx 
dpv d 
dt dx 
dpw a 
dt dx 
B Bx 
pu~ + p+- *-
^•Mo Mo j 
n
 df 
+ -dy 
BB \ 
pvu — 
B B 
V X 
^ dr 
M + -0 J dy 
pv + p + 
puv-
B 
Mo j 
2\ 
dz 
puw-
B 
^•Mo Mo j 
+ -dz 
BXBZ 
Mo j 
B,B\ 
pvw-
( BB 
pwu — 
V Mo j 
+ • 
dy 
B.B, 
pwv — -
M 
+ -
o / dz 
Mo 
B 2 B 
= 0 
= 0 
2 ^ 
pw + p-\ -
2/4, ju0 j 
= 0 
Again: 
B2 = B2 + B2 + B2 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.45) 
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3.3 Magnetic Induction Equation 
We use the magnetic induction equation to advance the magnetic field. It relates 
the change of the magnetic field with respect to time due to the existence of the 
induced magnetic field. Again, referring to Faraday's Law: 
3B 
VxE = dt (3.28) 
In order to express the electric field E function of known properties, we use 
Ohm's law with ion slip neglected: 
j = <r[E + u x B - / ? ( j x B ) ] (3.54) 
with: 
a electrical conductivity 
P phase angle with which the electric field E lags ue (electron speed) 
The solution of Ohm's Law for E gives: 
E = J - - u x B + ^ ( j x B ) (3.55) 
Using Ampere's law to substitute for j : 
E = ^ - u x B
 + /? 
//0<7 
VxB 
. Mo 
xB (3.56) 
Taking the curl of both sides of the equation: 
VxE = V x — - V x ( u x B ) + V x ^ 
Mo° 
VxB 
Mo 
xB (3.57) 
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Combining the above equation with Gauss's Law, we conclude on the general 
induction equation: 
aB „ VxB „ , _x _ „fVxB „^ 
xB - — = Vx Vx(uxB) + Vx/? dt jU0(T v Mo j 
(3.58) 
or 
— = -Vx(VxB)+Vx(uxB)- -^-Vx((VxB)xB) (3.59) 
dt n^a ju0 
(1/ju0a) Vx(VxB) and ( ^ / / ^ ) V x ( ( V x B ) x B ) are the resistive diffusion and 
Hall terms, respectively. Physically these terms permit fluid motion transverse to the 
magnetic field. Mathematically, they behave similarly to viscous diffusion in the 
momentum equation and thermal conduction in the energy equation. The diffusion 
term is significant when the conductivity is low, such as in low temperature partially 
ionized gases. The Hall term is important typically in low density, magnetized flows. 
While these terms may be important in certain classes of MHD problems including 
some regions of the flow field of an MPD thruster, the scope of this work is in 
developing the non-equilibrium flow solver with basic MHD. Thus, we will neglect 
these terms for the sake of simplicity, and future efforts can use our approach as a 
starting point for including finite conductivity and the Hall effect. Eliminating these 
terms leaves: 
^ = Vx(uxB) (3.60) 
dt 
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Again, we expand the equation to express it in the conservation form: 
— = Vx(uxB) 
dt K ' 
Vx 
u 
VX 
w 
Br 
B, 
B. 
d(uBy-vBx) d{wBx-uBz) 
i dy \ l dz \ d\vB,-wBy) d(uBy-vBx) 
dz , dx v 
d(wBx-uB.) d\vB.-wBy) 
(3.61) 
dx dy 
Using the same technique as in deriving the momentum conservation equation, we 
d(u,B , ) 
add and subtract —-^ —— in the j -direction, thus: 
a.x; 
d{uBx -uBx) | d(uBy -vBx) < d{uBz-wBx) 
dB 
dt 
dx dy dz 
d(vBx-uBy) d(vBy-vBy) d(vB,-wBy) 
• + • • + • dx dy dz 
d(wBx-uBz) d(wBy -vB.) d(wBz - wB.) 
dx 
• + • 
dy 
• + -
dz 
In short notation, the induction equation can be written as: 
3B 
dt 
= V (uB-Bu) 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
Setting all terms on the left hand side of the equal sign yields, 
— - V (uB-Bu) = 0 
dt { ' 
(3.64) 
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Inserting the negative sign in the parenthesis yields the final conservation form 
expression: 
as 
dt 
+ V-(Bu-uB) = 0 (3.65) 
where 
( uBx - Bu vBx - Bu wB - B,u 
Bu-uB = uB. Bxv vBy-B}v wB^-B.v 
uB, - Bw vB, - B,w wB. - B.w 
(3.66) 
3.4 Energy Conservation 
For energy conservation, the rule is that energy cannot be created or destroyed. 
Energy can only be added to, taken away from a system, or transfened between each 
component in a system. 
The internal energy can be broken down into numerous independent kinds of 
energy. Depending on the accuracy wanted and/or the specific topic studied, various 
energies are combined. The composition of the species in a gas determines the modes 
of internal energies present. Here, in addition to translational energy, the nuclei and 
orbiting electrons - by their non-zero distance from the center of mass - create an 
energy of rotation, an energy of vibration and finally energies related to the electronic 
excitation. We will consider in non-equilibrium: molecular translational, rotational, 
vibrational, free electron translational, and electronic energies. 
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Referring to the control volume and control surface of Figure 3-1 on page 9, the 
integral form of the energy equation is: 
Q-W = j\\^-{p e)dV+ jje p u dS (3.67) 
y d ? s 
where 
Q heat added to the system 
W work done by the system 
For the study of a flow field initiated by chemical reactions, we assume no heat 
added to the system and no work done by the system. The changes in energy are due 
to the actual reactions. Applying Gauss' gradient theorem - Equation (3.13) - we 
conclude on the energy equation: 
^{pe) + V.{peu) = 0 (3.68) 
dt 
3.4.1 Total Energy 
The total energy ET regroups all energies previously mentioned - translational, 
vibrational, rotational, electron and electronic- as well as the kinetic energy of the 
heavy particles, and the chemical heat of formation. Note also that the magnetic field 
body forces accelerate the fluid, adding energy to the charged particles, thus the term 
magnetic energy term is required. 
ET=Jd{P*Cj) + E* + Er + Ee + Ee,ec + 
s#e Vibrational"" « . . . . * - . . -. -. 
Translational Energy 
u
2+v2 + w2^ B2 + B; + B: 
Vibrational Energy Rotational Energy Electron Electronic 
Translational Energy Energy Energy 
+ z 2>,+ '
 9 , '
+
 5>A° (3-69) 
•^  s*e ^Mo s*e 
Kinetic Energy Magnetic Energy Chemical Heat of Formation 
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We recast the translational energy in terms of pressure, rather than temperature, 
using the ideal gas law. This will be useful later, since the pressures appear in 
expressions for the fluxes. From the original expression of the static pressure, or 
pressure of the mixture, 
>='-+5'-£r (3.70) 
then 
P-Pe 
^
 R 
*±0 1 V ± c 
(3.71) 
The final expression of the total energy expressed as a function of pressure is: 
S(AC,) 
ET=-
I Ps _R_ M. 
{p-Pe)+ Ev + Ee + Edec +. 
Vibrational Energy Rotational Energy Electron Electronic 
Energy Energy 
Translational Energy 
.. + -
u~ +v~ + w" IA 
B2 + B: + B: 
+• IM° 
Kinetic Energy MagneDc Energy Chemical Heat of Formation 
(3.72) 
It is interesting to note that the specific heat at constant volume as written in this 
case only treats the translational energy. Other researchers combine both effects of 
rotational and translational in this variable. As the rotational energy is treated in non-
equilibrium as well, the need to include it again in the specific heat is unnecessary. 
,16 Following Powell et al and Canupp , the total energy governing equation 
becomes: 
dt 
(ET) + V ET+ p + 
W 2Ao 
u ; - ^ u - B 
Mo 
0 (3.73) 
This formulation illustrates the work done with both magnetic forces and pressure 
forces. 
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3 4 2 Vibrational and Rotational Energies 
Vibrational and rotational non-equihbnum are included for completeness Their 
importance to the solution of an MPD thruster flow field is not known a pnon It is 
expected that the propellant molecules will fully dissociate within a short time of 
entenng the chamber, so those energies will be negligible for the most part Note that 
Candler treats the vibrational energy as being in non-equihbnum for each species In 
other words, each species has a specific vibrational temperature Nevertheless, Candler 
concludes that a model using only one vibrational temperature is adequate, as long as 
the gas consists of chemical species having similar vibrational relaxation rates 
Based on his conclusion, our model will couple the vibrational and rotational 
energies - £, and Er - to one vibrational temperature and one rotational temperature, 
respectively 
Relating them only to their per unit mass equivalent, we have 
E,=eXp, (3 74) 
s*e 
Er=erYjPs (3 75) 
Note here that electrons do not have these energy modes, therefore, the density 
only refers to heavy particles For further reference to the different vanables, note also 
that 
P = S A + A (3 76) 
Using Equation (3 68), both equations wntten in the conservation form are 
^{Er) + V ({p-pe)eru) = 0 (3 77) 
^ ( £ J + V ((p-pe)exu) = 0 (3 78) 
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3.4.3 Electron Energy and Electronic Energy 
The electron and electronic energies express the energy of free electrons as well 
as the energy of the electronic cloud - referring to the energy of the electrons orbiting 
around each heavy particle. 
Again, previous works have dealt very differently with the energies associated 
with electrons. This energy can be split into specific energies: the translational energy 
of the free electrons, the kinetic energy of the bulk electron fluid, and finally the 
energy of the electronic cloud. 
Translational Energy Kinetic Energy of the Electronic ,0 „„x 
En = + + (3-79) 
e eec
 of the free electron bulk electron fluid Energy 
or 
Eelelec= PeCj. + ^-(u2+v2 + w2)+ eelecYJp5 (3.80) 
Translational Energy „ „ . , s^e 
of the free electron Kinetic Energy of ttie Electronic Energy 
bulk electron fluid 
As for the electron translational energy, it is simply expressed as a function of the 
electron pressure using the perfect gas relation applied to electrons : 
Pe=PATr (3.81) 
then 
PeCje=YPe 0-82) 
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Again, this refers only to the translational energy of the electron. Applying the 
90 
pnnciple of equipartition of energy to simplify the ratio of specific heat to gas 
constant, with three degrees of freedom: 
PfJ.=\pt (3.83) 
yielding the final version of the electron-electronic energy, 
Eeleiec=\pe+^iu2+v2 + w2) + ede^ps (3.84) 
The model used to represent the energies linked to the electrons has been the main 
issue in deriving fully the governing equations for an MPD thruster. 
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Candler's formulation of the model considers non-equilibrium between 
translational electron energy Ee and molecular translational energy. The electronic 
energy EeUc is included in the total energy. It is considered to be in equilibrium with 
the free electron energy Ee. However, it is not included with the electron energy. The 
electronic energy is thus grouped with the heavy particle energy modes, effectively 
setting it independent of the electronic excitation. Thus, Candler's equilibrium 
treatment of the electron and electronic energies is something of a numerical artifice. 
Strictly speaking, it is not physically correct. We expect this formulation to be 
increasingly non-physical in works which follow this idea of constructing source terms 
for molecular energy exchange. 
However, attempts to model this conectly by grouping Ee and Eelec in the same 
energy pool lead to a mathematical difficulty in the properties of the fluxes (see 
Section 4.5.2.1 Homogeneity Criteria page 41). Candler's formulation, along with his 
further assumption (also not strictly conect) that the electron pressure is independent 
of the electronic energy, circumvents this difficulty. To make the work mathematically 
correct and ensure homogeneity of the fluxes, the electronic excitation state also needs 
to be in non-equilibrium. 
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It was decided for this case that non-equilibrium is assumed between the electron 
energy and the electronic excitation energy. The electron energy and the electronic 
energy are not grouped with heavy particles, but are instead evaluated on their own. 
Mathematically, 
F = F + F 
*-'elelec ^elec T *-'e 
(3.85) 
with each specific energy written as: 
C'elec ~ eelec £_i P* 
Ee=\pe+^{u2+v2 + w2) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
Regarding the equations, the electronic conservation energy is written as: 
a 
dt 
{Eelec) + V-{Eelecu) = 0 (3.88) 
Taking into account both magnetic "pressure" and electron pressure, we conclude 
on the electron conservation energy governing equation: 
£(*.)+v. Ee + Pe + B \\ 2/4 oj u ; - ^ ( u B ) Mo 0 (3.89) 
3.5 Summary of Go verning Equations 
This section regroups all the differential equations governing the flow studied in 
this case, each written in vector form. 
We assume non-equilibrium for species densities. Thus, there is one continuity 
equation for each of the ns chemical species. 
dPs 
dt 
• + V - ( ^ u ) = 0 (3-D (a) 
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This also applies to the electrons. 
dpe 
dt 
- + V - ( ^ u ) = 0 (3.1) (b) 
The momentum equation will yield one equation in each of the three dimensional 
directions. 
d{pu) 
dt 
+ V- puu + I P + 
B 2 \ 
2u 
BB 
o j Mo j 
0 (3 51) 
Also for the magnetic field equations, there will be one for each dimensional 
direction. 
— + V-(Bu-uB) = 0 
dt 
(3.65) 
There are three simple conservation equations of independent energy for the 
modes of molecular energy not associated with a pressure, one for rotational, one for 
vibrational, and one for electronic. 
Jt({p-Pe)e„r,elec) + V ((P~ Pe) ^  lrlelaV.) = 0 (3 68)(b) 
The conservation of the electron energy is wntten as-
£(*.)+v E. + P.+ B 
2 A 
W 2/V 
" ; - — ( U B ) 
Mo 
= 0 (3.89) 
Finally, the conservation of total energy equation is-
£(*)•* ET + p + B 2 \ 
VV 2Mo 
u, 
B 
Mo 
M»B) = 0 (3 90) 
Considenng all the non-equihbnum assumptions, the flow field is represented by 
ns +12 equations. The resolution method is explained m the following chapter 
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4 NUMERICAL RESOLUTION 
4.1 Formulating the Problem in One Equation 
Again, the equations governing the flow motion are the Euler equations. These 
equations can be written in the conservation form refened to in Section 3.2 Momentum 
Conservation page 9. We further condense the conservation form using vector 
notation: 
aQ d¥ aG aH _„ 
—- + — + —— + —— = W (4.1) 
dt dx dy dz 
where Q, F , G, H, and W are all vectors: Q regroups the conserved variables, F , 
G, and H are respectively the x, y , and z components of the flux vector Ffluxei, and 
W refers to the source terms. The fluxes can be divided into viscous and inviscid 
components - also referred to as diffusive and convective fluxes - and denoted as F v 
and Fi, G v and G r , and H v and HT. The source terms and viscous fluxes will not be 
addressed here. 
Using the divergence notation, Equation (4.1) can be re-written as: 
1 + ^ ^ = 0 (4.2) 
4.2 The General Coordinate System 
Until now, the referential system has remained in Cartesian coordinates. In this 
system, axes are locally and globally orthogonal. The most basic nozzle is 
axisymmetric and curved; thus there is a need for a body-fitted coordinate system 
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(£>?7>0- The normalized metrics (e.g. £ , | y , £ ) are simply direction cosines of the 
general coordinates with respect to the x, y, and z coordinates. Below is a 
representation of a general grid cell used in the numerical code. 
wall bomiddiN 
L 
2 - J 
Figure 4-1 General grid cells 
The Cartesian flux vector components F , G, and H are simply transformed to 
the general coordinate system (£,77,^) using basic linear algebra. The flux vectors in 
the x, y , z directions become respectively the flux vectors in the £,, rj, £ directions. 
The Cartesian coordinate derivatives follow the chain rule: 
d_=di_d_ a?7_a_ d£d_ 
dx dx d£ dxdf] dx d£ 
d_=dld_ a/7_a_ dC_d_ 
dy dy d£ dy dr] dy d£ 
d_=dl_d_ dV_d_ <K_d_ 
dz dz dB, dz dr] dz d£ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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Equation (4.1) - assuming no source terms - yields: 
^+K^+^K+Kd^+Kd9.+diidG+Kd9.+Kd^_+diLdH+Kd^_=o 
dt dx dB, dx drj dx d£ dy dB, dy drj dy d£ dz dB, dz drj dz d£ 
(4.6) 
Regrouping terms: 
aQ a (a<f_ a<? dgu) 
dt dg y dx dy dz drjidx dy dz + -dC ox oy az J = 0 
(4.7) 
The spatial derivative governing equation in general coordinate is: 
dQ d¥' dG' aH-
 n 
—- + — + + = 0 
dt dB, dt] dC 
(4.8) 
where the fluxes in general coordinates are 
dx dy dz 
dr] 
K 
dy 
dx ay dz 
H' = ^ F
 + ^ G + ^ H dx dz 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
The velocity components are written as: 
v'=r]xu + r]^v + r]zw 
w= £> + £> + £> 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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The magnetic components are: 
Bx'=£xB,+t,By+£tBt (4.15) 
By'=r]xBx+r]yBy+r]zBz (4.16) 
B'=CxBx + CyBy+CzBz (4.17) 
In this coordinate system, note that: 
£ + £ + £ = 1 (4.18) 
ti+K + n:=l (4.19) 
C + C; + C: = i (420) 
4.3 Temporal Integration and Finite Volume Formulation 
The flux-vector splitting method is an upwind method for solving equations of 
fluid dynamics. The procedure starts using the conservation form equation of the 
governing fluid equations. 
The time denvative is approximated using a forward difference scheme in time: 
3Q Q n + 1-Q" 
dt At (4.21) 
The fluxes are evaluated over a finite volume, which is later associated with a 
difference over two surfaces using Gauss' theorem. 
JJ/V-F'>tofdV=JjF'>tot-n& (4.22) 
dS 
where n is the outward unit normal vector of the control volume V and dS is the 
boundary surface of the control volume Note that this is conect for any coordinate 
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system. We approximate V-F' / l i r a to be constant throughout the volume V thus the 
divergence of the fluxes can be written as: 
V-FV„4lK-n^ (4-23) 
vds 
This yields the time marching explicit algorithm: 
A; 
V 
Q"+l=Q"-~\\F'fl^nds (4.24) 
dS 
Note that the summation of F ' ^ ^ - n is simplified because the fluxes are 
expressed in the general coordinate system. Chronologically, the method can be 
broken down as follows: 
Step 1: Initialize flow field variables as well as the boundary conditions 
on the entire grid. 
Step 2: Calculate the integral fluxes using flux vector splitting. 
Step 3: From the flux terms, solve for Q"+1 thus updating the main 
conserved variables. 
Step 4: Iterate step 2 and 3 until the number of maximum iterations is 
reached. Note that the number of iterations is directly linked to 
the integration time since the step used is a time step. 
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4.4 Flux Vector Splitting 
The method employed here follows that of Steger-Warming17. Flux vector 
splitting (FVS) falls in the class of numerical schemes known generally as 
"upwinding". Numerical stability dictates that the spatial derivatives be finite 
differenced in the upwind direction. Upwind schemes make use of the wavelike nature 
of the Euler equations to split (or difference, in other upwind schemes) the fluxes into 
waves whose directions of travel can be determined. The positive and negative fluxes 
are then constructed using the wave speeds with positive and negative signs, 
respectively. The wave speeds are simply the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian 
matrices. 
The fluxes are each specific to one direction so it is possible to evaluate each 
independently. This produces three sets of equations, which are nevertheless solved 
simultaneously. The process is described for the flow in the i -advancing direction of 
the flow (study of F'). A similar and simultaneous process could be done for the j -
and k -advancing directions. 
Recall the grid cell Figure 4-1 on page 32. In flux vector splitting, the flux at cell 
face i + — is the sum of a positive flux and a negative flux. 
F ' j =F , +
 1 + F ' " 1 (4.25) 
!+— <+— l+— 
2 2 2 
The positive and negative fluxes are functions of A'+x and A'~, , respectively 
/ + - i+-
2 2 
3F' 
called positive and negative wave flux Jacobians; the matrix —— being defined as the 
3Q 
flux vector Jacobian and denoted as A' . The positive and negative fluxes are formed 
by multiplying the positive and negative flux Jacobians by the conserved variable 
vector Q. 
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This is the direct result of Euler's theorem of homogeneity: let the function 
F'(Q) be positively homogeneous of degree n, then at any point where F ' is 
differentiable, we have: 
3F'(Q) 
3Q 
•Q = nF'(Q) (4.26) 
For a flux vector homogeneity of degree 1 (which is most often the case in 
computational fluid dynamics), and recalling the variable A' for the flux vector 
Jacobian, we have: 
F*(Q) = A ' Q (4.27) 
The positive flux is calculated using the conserved variables in cell i and the 
negative flux is calculated using the conserved variables in cell i +1. This yields 
somewhat of an average value, based on the following two expressions: 
F ' + ^ A ' Y Q , (4.28) 
2 2 
F - ^ A ' Y C L i (4-29) 
i + - i + -
2 2 
Finally, the positive and negative wave flux Jacobians are: 
A'+ , = P , - A V P - 1 , (4.30) 
l + - ! + - I + - ! + -
2 2 2 2 
A , = P .•AVP"1 , (4.31) i 
<+ - I + - l + - 1 + 
2 2 2 2 
Where P , and P \ are respectively the matrices of right and left eigenvectors. 
2 
Although they can be solved separately, it is easier to invert one to get the other. 
A+! and A
 l are respectively the diagonal matrices of positive and negative 
i + - <+— 
2 2 
eigenvalues. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors at each cell face are computed with 
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simple averages of the flow variables at the adjoining cell centers. The signs of the 
eigenvalues correspond to the direction of propagation of the different running waves. 
They are separated during resolution using the following relations: 
A, + \A, 
* ; = • 
A: \ -
A, 
yields the positive running waves, 
yields the negative running waves, 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Referring to the previous expressions and solving for matrices of positive and 
negative eigenvalues, one can note that during resolution the eigenvalues with a 
positive value will be equal to themselves in A+ and zero in A". On the contrary, 
eigenvalues with a negative value will equal themselves in A and zero in A+. A 
verification process is to check the validity of the following equation: 
A = A++A" (4.34) 
The process of diagonalizing the flux vector Jacobian A' is complex. We 
simplify the problem by introducing a vector of primitive variables V (explained 
later) and writing: 
, _ c - i A' = S avaF
1 
3Qav (4.35) 
This introduces two new matrices. 
S _ 1 = ^ and aQ 
av 
„_av 
S =
 aQ 
(4.36) 
From algebra relations (refer to the Eigenvalue Problem in any algebra reference) 
we know that if the term inside the parentheses in Equation (4.35) can be 
diagonalized, then the eigenvalues of A are the same as the eigenvalues of the term 
inside the parentheses. Diagonalizing the inside parentheses term, we have: 
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gf-W-A-[L] (437, 
where [R] and [L] denote the matrices of right and left eigenvectors, and |A| 
diagonally contains the independent eigenvalues. Note the mathematical relation 
between the left and right eigenvectors: 
[L] = [R]"1 (4.38) 
Regrouping Equations (4.35) and (4.37), it is equivalent to write: 
A' = S-'-[R]-|A|-[L]-S (4.39) 
Finally: 
P = S -1[R] and P_ 1=[L]S (4.40) 
4.5 Resolution 
It is now necessary to define the vectors Q and F ' ^ ^ with the studied variables. 
4.5.1 The Conserved Variables 
The conserved variables chosen to study a reacting flow influenced by the 
magnetic field where a number ns of species are involved are: 
each species density ps 
electron density pe 
momentum variables pu, pv, and pw 
magnetic field Bx, B^ , and B. 
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energies: 
o vibrational energy Ev 
o rotational energy Er 
o electronic energy Eelec 
o electron energy Ee 
o total energy ET 
homogeneity variable a 
The homogeneity variable is introduced in order for the flux vector to be 
homogeneous of degree 1 so that Equation (4.27) can be verified. Further details on 
this variable will be discussed later. 
For a number ns of species involved in the flow as well as electrons, we write the 
conserved variable vector Q as: 
Q = (A •• Pn'.Pe'P" Pv P™\Bx By B_/Ev Er Eekc Ee ET ' af 
(4.41) 
Separators facilitate the reading of the vector. We recognize the time variants of: 
the continuity equation (first and second block), the momentum equations (third 
block), the induction equation (fourth block) and the energies (fifth block). We will 
keep the same separators in any one of our matrices for easy referral. 
4.5.2 The Flux Vector 
Setting up the flux vector F ' brings forth two analytical concerns. The first 
concern is to have the flux vector homogeneous in order to apply the method 
described above. The second concern is how to simplify the calculations in 
differentiating the homogeneous flux vector. 
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In order to write the flux vector, we regroup all the fluid mechanics equations 
derived in Section 3 THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS of this report, as well as one 
additional equation concerning the homogeneity variable a. In this last equation, the 
flux is set equal to 0. 
This yields: 
F = 
"•fluxes 
piml +1 
pvut+I 
A " , 
B 
p+ 
V 2 ^ 
(
 B ^ 
P + 
r 2 \ 
J 
2Mo 
P+Z 
B 
j 
2 N 
2/V 
u,B-B,u 
A. 
Mo 
u,Sv-B,v 
u,Sz-B,w 
£,u, 
E
e,ec
U
, 
(Ee + pt+^-X~ (u-B) 2A, A, 
(ET+p+^-)ul-^(u-B) 
2/4, A, 
0 
(4.42) 
Recall Equation (3.45) for the magnitude of the magnetic field vector: 
B2=B2 + B2+B2 
4.5.2.1 Homogeneity Criteria 
This simple assembly of equations does not satisfy the homogeneity criterion 
stated previously, which is required to apply the flux vector splitting method. This is 
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B 
due to any term where the magnetic field is present at a power of 2: — iBxBt, and 
Mo 
- ( i i B ) . 
Mo 
The problem is easily solved by introducing the homogeneity variable a at 
various locations where the magnetic field is present, as well as in the conserved 
variables vector and primitive variables vector. MacCormack21 first introduced the 
homogeneity variable, and his idea is later used by Dietiker and Hoffman22, and 
Powell23, whenever the magnetic field vector is involved in the equations. Its value 
being arbitrarily set equal to one will make no changes in any result. 
Finally, the homogeneous flux vector can be written: 
ou homogene 
P,», 
P u 
A " , 
puul +1 
pvut + I 
pwu, +1 
( BO 
p+ 
I 2/4>«J 
' B2 1 
p+ 
< 2Moa) 
( & ' 
P+ r 
I 2/4,ay 
Bfi, 
/4>« 
HP 
B:B, 
HP 
u,S,-B,« 
uBy -B,v 
u,B. -B,w 
£„u, 
EM, 
(E, +
 R +-
B
- - )u ,— B ^(u -B) 
2M,a Moa 
(£r + p+-B-T)u,-A:(u-B) 2/J0a HP 
0 
(4.43) 
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The flux vector is shown more detailed in its x, y, and z direction in 
Appendix A, page 68. The proof that it is homogeneous is shown in Appendix B, page 
70. 
4.5.2.2 Fluxes in General Coordinates 
The transformation to general coordinates is found in Appendix C, page 76. The 
result is shown hereafter in the £-direction only. 
F' = 
P," 
Pns" 
py 
puu'+%x 
pvu'+4, 
pwu'+4. 
(
 B 1 
P + 7 
< 2/4," J 
f
 B2 ) 
p+ 
< 2HP) 
( B2 % 
p+ 
I 2/4/«, 
_M. 
HP 
HP 
B,BX 
HP 
u'Bx-Bxu 
u'B^-Bxv 
u'Bz-Bxw 
E^u' 
Eru' 
(£, + P,+TB-r)" '—^r(uB) 
2/4," Ha 
(£^.+p+-B -T )« ' - -%(uB) 
2/4," Ha 
0 
(4.44) 
4.5.2.3 Algebra Simplifications 
Differentiating the homogeneous flux vector F ' directly with respect to the 
conserved variables Q reveals to be complicated. 
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The second concern in treating the flux vector appears here. Although it will not 
be shown, straightforward calculations carried out on this particular flux vector led to 
eigenvalues for the ns+ 13 by ns+ 13 matrix avaF'" being equal to zero, thus not 
aQ av 
having any physical meaning. This is in part due to the divergence of the magnetic 
field being equal to zero, which is responsible for an entire row of zeros. 
In order to bypass this problem, we follow MacCormack's technique detailed by 
I Q 
Canupp . We split the general flux vector in two by removing the final terms in each 
flux component (except for the continuity equations, vibrational, rotational and 
electron energy flux) and forming two new flux vectors Fj and P : 
B. 
F = F , - P 
Moa 
(4.45) 
with: 
P = (0 .. 0 0 Bx By B. : uju0a v^a w^a 0 0 0 u B u B 0) 
(4.46) 
Then, the altered expanded flux Jacobian matrix is derived using the following 
expression: 
A. a ^ a p * 
av av ju0a 
(4.47) 
Then: 
F ' = 
l3p Ap&p\£p 
+ a (4.48) 
where A'p , Spl, and S^ are the extracted upper-left ns+ 12 by ns+ 12 matrices 
from A , S_1, and S respectively. Writing the previous fluxes as two new fluxes 
creates the variable b , which is simply a mathematical operand related to the 
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homogeneity variable. In the final resolution of the eigenvalues, b is not looked at, 
thus A 'p is the only matrix for which the eigenvalues are found. A simple description 
and derivation of b is found in Appendix D page 82. Qp are the original conserved 
variables elements. 
Q P = ( M - Pm'P.'P» pv pw'Bx By BzEv Er Eekc Ee E$ 
(4.49) 
4.5.3 Differentiating S and S_1 
The derivation of these matrices is needed in order to ease the calculation of the 
eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix. Thus we introduce another vector V, somewhat 
simplified from Q. V is called vector of primitive variables and is chosen arbitrarily. 
The choice of the variables used comes from experience. Usually, it follows the 
conserved variables using their primitive forms. For example, although we conserve 
the vibrational and rotational energies themselves, the primitive forms used are their 
per unit mass equivalent. For the total energy, the most relevant variable to use is the 
static pressure, since it best translates the energy level. The same is true for the 
electron energy, for which we choose the electron pressure. 
The choice of each primitive variable can be influenced by parallel research 
efforts currently under way. Although this thesis only deals with the reaction set, 
parallel studies are underway at NASA for the structure that will host the reaction 
itself; for structural purposes, pressure (indirectly temperature) is an important factor. 
The final version is: 
V = (A - P„ ' Pe ' " v w' Bx By Bt\es er eekc pe p ' af (4.50) 
Recall the conserved variables, Equation (4.41): 
Q = (P •• P„' Pe' Pu pv pw'Bx 5, Bz " £; Er Edec Ee E, ' af 
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Differentiating V with respect to Q is straightforward for species density, 
electron density, momentum variables, magnetic field components, and finally 
vibrational, rotational and electronic energies. 
Note that it is useful to express each primitive variable as a function of the 
conserved variables. This is particularly helpful when deriving the momentum 
variables; remember that u is not a conserved variable but appears in the conserved 
variable pu . As an example, when deriving u with respect to pl, we introduce pu 
and regard it as a constant later on: 
a . , a 
(u)= 
av ; a A 
pu 
V s 
pu 
u 
p 
(4.51) 
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The generally simple terms lead to the following matrix: 
aQ 
o 
0 
u 
P 
V 
p 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
P-Pe 
er 
P-Pe 
e
elec 
P-Pe 
jfc 
dp, 
dp_ 
dp, 
0 
1 
0 
It 
p 
v 
P 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
et 
P~Pe 
er 
P-Pe 
e
elec 
P-Pe 
dPns 
dp 
1 
U 
P 
V 
p 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
P 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
_1_ 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
dPe dPe dPe 
0 
dB, 
fye dPe dPe 
dpe dpu dpv dpw dBx dB,r 
dp dp dp dp dp dp dp 
dPns dpe dpu dpv dpw dBx dBy dB, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P-Pe 
0 
n 
3ft 
dp 
1 
P-Pe 
0 
dEr 
Je_ 
1 
P-Pe 
dEelec 
dp 
dEv 
0 
dEr 
0 
dE. 
'elec 
0 
fye dPe dPe 
dEe dET da 
dp dp dp 
dE, dE-r da 
0 0 1 
(4.52) 
Differentiating the electron pressure as well as the static pressure is done 
implicitly, using the electron energy equation (3.87) and the total energy equation 
(3.72), respectively. 
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4.5.3.1 Differentiating the Electron Pressure 
Recall the electron energy equation (3.87). This equation is written as a function 
of conserved variables only and the electron pressure: 
E.-2P,+-
P, 
V s J 
-((pu)2 + (pvf+(pw)2]j (4.53) 
Solving for the electron pressure gives: 
*>.(Q)-f pe(pu)
2+(pv)2 + (pw)2 
2
 {P+- + Pef 
(4.54) 
Differentiating with respect to each primitive variable, the non-zero results are: 
(4.55) 
dplns 3 p l I 
dp^ 
dpe 
'-(u2 + v2 + w2 
p 2 
dPe . 
dpu 
dPe. 
dpv 
dPe 
dpw 
dPe_ 
dE„ 
3 p 
-
 2Pev 
3 pV 
2 A 
= -w 
3 p 
_2 
3 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
All other differentiations are equal to zero. Those are: 
dB. dB„ dB. dE„ dEr 3£ , dET da 
(4.61) 
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4.5.3.2 Differentiating the Static Pressure 
To differentiate the static pressure, it is first expressed as a function of the 
conserved variables and the electron pressure. Solving for the static pressure from the 
total energy equation: 
P(Q) = Pe+-
X 
X K ) £7- ^v Er Ee Eelec (pu)
2+(pv)2+(pw)2 
2(p+.. + pe) Z A 
B2 + B2 + B2 
2p0a • E M -
(4.62) 
Also, in order to facilitate the writing of the derivatives we introduce: 
'sCV, 
-
R
=Zp-w 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
The results are expressed as a function of the derivatives of the electron pressure 
calculated previously: 
dp _ dpe 
dp
 ns dp 
• + 
1 ns 
R T + R 
*L = ^ + ^ W + w2" 
dpe dpe cvv 
(u2 +v2 + w2 ' 1 p." " 
~» \ 
2 p -K, 
P. 
dp _ dpe +R_ 
dpu dpu cv 
dp _dpe +R_ 
P ) 
dpv dpv ct v \ 
Re— 
P J 
dp _ dPe +R 
dpw dpw cv P 
w 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
(4.69) 
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dp 
dBx~ 
dp 
as, 
dp 
dB. 
dp 
dEi 
dp 
dEr 
dp 
dEdec 
dp 
dEe 
dp 
Bx 
p0a 
Bv 
p0a 
B. 
ju0a 
R 
R 
R 
dPe 
dEe 
R 
R 
R 
c, 
R 
C v 
R 
dET cv 
(4.70) 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
(4.77) 
^
 = ^ + * ^ L (4.78) 
da da cv 2Moa 
In this work, the specific heats relate only to the translational temperature, thus 
successively: 
cv = - - A _ (4.79) 
' " 2 M 1 / U 
which simplifies the ratio R/cv itself to: 
- = | (4.80) 
c„ 3 
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Using this, we simplify each equation above to: 
a - ..2 , ..2 , ...2
 2 
dplm 
dp 
dpe 
dp 
dpu 
dp 
dpv 
dp 
dpw 
dp . 
dBr 
dp 
dB, 
dp . 
dBz 
dp 
dEY 
dp 
dEr 
dp 
dEelec 
dp . 
dEe 
dp . 
dET 
dp 
da 
3 
1 / 2 , 2 
= — \U +V 
3V 
2 
= u 
3 
2 
= — V 
3 
2 
- — w 
3 
. 2 Bx 
3 Mo" 
2 5, 
3p0a 
2 B. 
3 p0a 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
= 0 
_2 
3 
1 B2 
3 ~2 
3 ^ 
+ w2) 
(4.81) 
(4.82) 
(4.83) 
(4.84) 
(4.85) 
(4.86) 
(4.87) 
(4.88) 
(4.89) 
(4.90) 
(4.91) 
(4.92) 
(4.93) 
(4.94) 
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The final matrix is: 
3Q 
0 
0 
u 
P 
V 
P 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
ex 
1 
0 
u 
P 
V 
p 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
ev 
1 
u 
P 
V 
p 
w 
p 
0 
0 
0 
- 0 
1 
P 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
p 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
p-p, 
er 
P-P, 
e
ehc 
P-P, 
dp, 
*P_ 
M 
o 
p-p, 
P-P, 
P-P, 
fa 
dp_ 
fa 
0 
0 
dp 
0 
0 
2pru 
'~$P 
0 
2pv 
' ^P 
0 
0 
2pew 
~~hp~ 
2 
— u 
dp, 3 
2 2 
— v vv — 
3 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 
2BX 
3app0 
0 
0 
25, 
3app0 
0 
1 
P-P, 
0 
0 
2B 
3apf/0 
0 
where again: 
^ « = 2 ( M i + v 2 + w i ; ' A 1
N 
5A 3 p 2 
a^ > M2-I-V2+W2 2 
dA 1 ns " 3 ^ . . 
^=hu2+v2+w2) 
dpe 3 l ' 
0 
1 
P-P, 
0 
0 
_2 
3 
1 
P-P, 
0 2 
3 
oil-?! 
3 3A,a 
o o" 1 
(4.95) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.81) 
(4.82) 
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S ' is easily obtained using any analytical software, or by deriving the derivatives 
by hand. 
s-] = 
' 1 
0 
" 0 
u 
V 
w 
" 0 
0 
0 
ev, 
er 
e
elec 
0 
dET 
dp, 
> 
ao_ 
av 
.. i 
.. 0 
u 
V 
w 
0 
.. 0 
0 
ev 
-
 e
r 
••
 e
eUr 
0 
dET 
0 
1 
it 
V 
w 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u
2+v2 
2 
u
2+v2 
2 
0 
tw 2 
+• w~ 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
PeU 
pu 
0 
P 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
PeV 
pv 
0 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
pew 
pw 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Hoa 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Haa 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Bz 
H0a 
0 
P-Pe 
0 
0 
0 
P-Pe 
0 
P-Pe 
0 
0 
P-Pe 
0 
P-Pe 
o 3-
2 
P-Pe 0 
0 0 
3 
2 
0 
1 B2 
2 ~2 
1 
(4.96) 
The derivatives of the total energy with respect to each species density are: 
dET u +v +w 
—-z- = ev+er+ eekc + + hl°ns (4.97) 
°Pl ns 2 
4.5.4 Differentiating the Flux Vector with respect to V 
Following the method explained in Section 4.5.2.3 Algebra Simplifications 
starting page 43, the flux vector F: is written after, followed immediately by its 
expression using primitive variables only. Again, b does not influence the result. 
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Puu'+ix 
pvu + ^ 
pwu'+ £ 
py 
py 
py 
p+ B-
P + 
2p0a 
B 2 \ 
2/4,<3j 
P + 
B 2 \ 
V 2ju0a o"y 
u'Bx 
u'B, 
u'B. 
Evu' 
Eru' 
E
elec"' 
B2 (Ee + p,+T-r)u-2p0a 
B2 (£,. + /> + -—-)u' 2p0a 
p,(^u + ^v + lw) 
A» (#«" + £v + £ w ) 
P , ( £ " + # , V + £ H ' ) 
' B2 + B2 + B2^ 
P + -
P + -
2an0 
B2 + B2 + B2 A 
(<fvu + <fvv + £w)B, 
2flA0 
Bl+B* + B2^ 
2afi0 
\ = 
\ = 
' B2 + B2+B;) 
2api0 
B2 + B: + B2 A 
ET(V) + P + ^—I 
2a/4j 
0 
(4.98) 
The derivation of all fluxes but the electron energy flux and the total energy flux 
with respect to V is straightforward. F, is a vector of dimension ns+ 13. The 
differentiation of Fl with respect to V yields a square matrix of dimension ns+ 13 . 
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Again, the derivatives for electron energy flux F and total energy flux F, are 
evaluated separately. 
4.5.4.1 Differentiating the Electron Energy Flux 
Recall the electron flux expression F, from the flux vector above. Reintroducing 
the electron energy written as a function of the primitive variables only, we have: 
K = £ , ( V ) + P . + 
B2+B2 + B2^ 
2ap0 
5 P , , , B2 + B2 + B2^ 
-pe+^(u2+v2 + w2) + — y-
y2 2 2dp0 j 
(lu + ^v + ^yv) (4.100) 
The non-zero derivatives for each component are: 
dju 
dpt 
1 
. 2 , - 2 
- = -{u'+v' + wz)u' 
dF IE, 
•l E +p +-
e re 
B2+B2 + B 2A 1
 y 
dF 
2ap0 
IE, 
IV 
Zy Ee + Pe+-
B2+B2 + B2^ 
V 2ap0 
+ peuu 
+ pevu 
*-=£ 
1W 
Ee + Pe+-
B:+B: + B 2 ^ 
V 2ap0 
+ pwu 
dF IE, B, 
dBx ap0 
dF IE, B„ 
dBv ap0 
^u' 
dF IE. B 
dB. ap0 
z
-u* 
dF 
dp, 
IE, 5 , 
- = —u 
2 
(4.101) 
(4.102) 
(4.103) 
(4.104) 
(4.105) 
(4.106) 
(4.107) 
(4.108) 
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Mia. ,B2 + B2y+B2 
7T- -~U - — 
da 2a
2p0 
(4.109) 
All other derivatives are zero. Those are: 
dF IE. dF, dF, 
dp, - = o, —^- = 0, —^- = 0, 
dF dF, 
1 ns de, Be. de 
' ^ 0 , ^ = 0 
elec dp 
(4.110) 
4.5.4.2 Differentiating the Total Energy Flux 
Again, the total energy flux expression F; is found in the flux vector above. 
HT 
Reintroducing the total energy written as a function of the primitive variables only 
yields: 
\ = 
B2+B2 + B2^ 
2ap0 
( £ " + £v + £w) (4.111) 
with: 
ET{^)--{p-Pe) + ev^JPs+erJjps+-pe+^-(u2+v2 + w2) + 
.. + e elec 2>. + • 
2 , 2 , 2 
u +v +w I A 
B2 + B2 + B2 
+ - 2pJd 2>+2>A° (4-112) s^e s*e 
Each derivative of the total energy has already been shown after obtaining the 
matrix S"1 at the end of Section 4.5.3 Differentiating S and S"1, page 53. Thus 
simple algebra yields the derivatives for the total energy with respect to the primitive 
variables as: 
dF1ET _ 
dpins 
e + e + e , +• 
u
2
 +v2 +w2 
+ K, 
dF, 
dpe 
ET _ U" +V +W" 
(4.113) 
(4.114) 
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dF 1£T 
du 
dFXEr 
dv 
dF IE, 
dw 
= £ 
= £ 
= £ 
ET+p + 
B2 + B2 + B2 A 
x y 4. 
2dp, 
ET + p + 
o J 
B 2 + B 2 + B 2 \ 
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+ pwu 
o ; 
dFXE^ _ . B 
2M'-
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dF IET 
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= 2M 
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B. 
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dF, l £ r 
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elec 
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3P. 
= 0 
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dFlET _ 
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—u 
2 
-u 
B2 + B2 + B2 
t x y ^_ 
a p0 
(4.115) 
(4.116) 
(4.117) 
(4.118) 
(4.119) 
(4.120) 
(4.121) 
(4.122) 
(4.123) 
(4.124) 
(4.125) 
(4.126) 
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4.5.5 Differentiating P 
To complete the resolution of the altered flux-vector Jacobian expressed in 
Equation (4.47), P is differentiated with respect to the primitive variables. This 
Jacobian is straightforward. 
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(4.127) 
4.5.6 Finding the Eigenvalues 
The matrix I AI - needed to solve for the positive and negative wave flux 
Jacobians - contains diagonally the independent eigenvalues of Ap. Each eigenvalue 
indicates a wave speed. We obtain the matrices S—- and S — 
V
 aV aV p0a 
using the 
s24 
analytic tool of the computer software MatLab® . We further add the resulting 
matrices to obtain the expanded flux-vector Jacobian A,. Intermediate matrices are 
shown in Appendix E page 84. We solve for the eigenvalues of only the sub-matrix of 
dimension ns+ 12 by ns+ 12 of Ae. There is no need to include the homogeneity 
variable equation as it does not relate to any physics. 
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The various wave speeds categorizing an MPDT are well known. They are the 
convective speeds, two Alfven wave speeds, and four magnetoacoustic wave speeds, 
further sub-categorized as fast and slow magnetoacoustic wave speeds. They are 
usually written in Cartesian coordinates16 18 . Since our derivations were done in 
general coordinates, the eigenvalues found are also written in general coordinates. The 
ns+ 12 eigenvalues found are: 
u\ ... , u\, -u' , u'±v'a , u'±c'f , u'±c\ (4.128) 
repeated ns +5 times 
Two separate convective speeds are found. The convective speed u' is repeated 
for each species density including the electron, as well as for rotational energy, 
vibrational energy and electronic energy. A modified convective speed has emerged 
from treating the translational-rotational non-equilibrium, that is —u'. Although it has 
not been fully understood yet, we will likely associate it with the convection of free 
electrons. 
The Alfven wave appears due to the tension exhibited from the presence of the 
magnetic field. We define the "general" Alfven velocity by: 
v\=-r*= (4-129) 
y/MoP 
B 
Thus, the two Alfven wave speeds found are equal to u'±—j=±=. 
JMoP 
The presence of the magnetic field also engenders another type of waves, refened 
to as magnetoacoustic waves. (Note that some literatures also refer to magnetosonic 
waves.) 
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The fast and slow "general" magnetoacoustic waves c'f and c\ are respectively: 
cf - — f
 2 
5 p B 
-— + 
2 >\ if 
+ 
3yO MoP) \{3P MoP 
5 p B 
-— + 
2 'N 
- 4 (5£\(B'
2
^ 
JP, \MoPj 
and 
5
 2 
5 n B 
- — + 
3p p0p 
1L+ B 2 V 
.3 /? //«,/? V3 PJ 
fB'2\ 
\MoPj 
(4.130) 
(4.131) 
Note the expression of the speed of sound. For both heavy particles and electrons, 
y = 5 / 3, thus the speed of sound is written as: 
2 5 p 
a =—-3p 
(4.132) 
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5 CONCLUDING REMARKS - RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summary of Work 
The purpose of this thesis was to set up the governing physical equations for the 
flow of a non-equilibrium ionizing plasma in a magnetic field, and to derive a 
numerically stable scheme for computing such flows. The flux vector splitting method 
of upwind biasing the fluxes in a control-volume scheme is selected for its record of 
stable and accurate performance in hypersonic and thermodynamically complex flows, 
as evidenced by the literature. The application for such a code is vast and can, with the 
correct setup, solve the electromagnetic problems mentioned earlier like arcjets, MHD 
nozzles, and high Mach number reentry. In this work, the intended initial application 
of such a scheme is the simulation of magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters. 
The problem is cast as a total of ns+ 12 conservation equations, where the 
number of species ns includes heavy particles only. The problem is set up for 
numerical solution using Steger-Warming flux vector splitting. This technique 
required some mathematical strategy to address two key issues. 
First, the solenoidal nature of the magnetic field (V • B is identically zero) results 
in a row of zeroes in the flux Jacobian matrix, hence a zero eigenvalue. Powell has 
engineered a work-around to this problem, which is adopted here. The Jacobian is 
augmented with additional terms, including the convective speed along the diagonal, 
the net effect of which is to convect the divergence of the magnetic field. Since the 
divergence is zero, this has no bearing on the solution. 
Secondly, flux vector splitting requires the flux vector's homogeneity of degree 
one in the conserved variables. Earlier works have addressed homogeneity of the flux 
vector with varying degrees of rigor. Here it is strictly enforced, and noted 
inaccuracies are corrected. Non-linearities (with respect to temperature, hence 
pressure) in the vibrational and electronic energies result in non-homogeneity when 
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they are held in equilibnum with translational and free electron energies, respectively. 
Perrell25 overlooks the former effect, Hatfield13, and ostensibly Candler12, the latter. 
Notably however, Candler does not differentiate electronic energy with respect to 
electron temperature in wnting the flux Jacobian. This omission preserves 
homogeneity of the electron/electronic energy flux, and thus it is a useful artifice to 
keep in mind, provided numencal results are not degraded. Here, all five of the 
internal molecular energies are assumed to be in non-equihbnum. As no pressures are 
associated with the vibrational and electronic energies, homogeneity is preserved. 
Fluxes associated with the magnetic field also introduce non-homogeneities 
Following MacCormack's work, a dummy homogeneity vanable is introduced in the 
conserved vanables. This leads to ns+ 13 equations total, although only the ns+ 12 
Jacobian matnx is solved for the eigenvalues. Steger-Warming's flux vector splitting 
method leads to the expected wave speeds related to MHD flows, including two 
convective speeds, two Alfven wave speeds, as well as two slow and two fast 
magnetoacoustic wave speeds. 
The first convective wave speed is associated with each species density as well as 
energies of rotation, vibration and electronic excitation. In Cartesian coordinates, this 
speed is respectively u, v, and w for each flow direction. In general coordinates, 
these become u', v', and w' where for the *-direction only again, 
The Alfven waves translate the perturbation generated by the tension exhibited by 
the magnetic field. This wave travels parallel to B at the Alfven speed. In Cartesian 
coordinates, Powell et al formulate this speed as Bx/^p0p . In general coordinates, 
the expression differs only by the expression of the magnetic term, that is 
v'a =Bx/yJ/u0p , where Bx'= gxBr+^B^+%ZB,. Thus the Alfven wave speeds 
obtained are u'±Bxl^p0p . 
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Another set of waves results from the presence of the magnetic field. Those are 
the fast and slow magnetoacoustic wave speeds, denoted respectively by c'f and c\ 
with: 
1 
' 2 
a*2+ L*4_4 . l£ '2 
V 3p a 
*2 I *4 A 5 P 
a - la - 4 - - — -v. 3/? 
where a 5 p B
2 
1- and the Alfven velocity is mentioned above. Note that since 3/0 M0P 
we have assumed translational energy independent of the other modes, 5/3 is the ratio 
of specific heats for both heavy particles and electrons. Thus, the first term in a' is 
a2, the square of the sonic velocity. The final four magnetoacoustic wave speeds 
obtained from deriving the eigenvalues are u' ± c'f and u' ± c\ . 
A second convective speed —u' is present. Although it has not been fully 
understood yet, we likely associate it with convection of free electrons. This term is 
roughly analogous to Candler's "modified convective speed," which he denotes as 
u =u 
P 
— w R. R 
'
v
 J J 
where R-V-^- and c = Y^c . 
iZpM, tip v-
Candler maintained translational/rotational equilibrium. In this work, the specific 
heats relate only to the translational temperature, thus R/cv =2/3, and 
RJcv = 2 / 3 . This assumption simplifies the modified convective speed u' to our 
5.2 Recommendations - Future Work 
The next step is to find the eigenvectors. This is currently in progress at MSFC. 
Efforts as of this writing, using the symbolic mathematical capabilities of MatLab, 
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have failed due to excessive memory requirement. This is thought to result from 
MatLab's inability to automatically make the conect substitutions for complex 
expressions during the derivation. In fact, the expressions thus derived for the 
eigenvalues necessitated considerable simplification by hand. Nevertheless, such 
computational tools are still deemed essential for completion of the complex linear 
algebra within a reasonable timeframe. 
A worthwhile approach is thought to be to derive the eigenvectors in Cartesian, 
rather than general coordinates, and then apply a three-dimensional rotation matrix. 
This has been done in two-dimensional cases by a number of researchers, but no 
instances of three dimensional rotation matrices have been found in the literature, and 
it is not known a priori if one can be derived. Also, reconstructing the fluxes still 
requires the eigenvalues in general coordinates. For future similar efforts, perhaps the 
eigenvalues should also be derived first in Cartesian coordinates, and those in general 
coordinates inferred from the observation that speeds with associated directions can 
simply be replaced with their rotated counterparts. 
When the eigenvectors are found, the coding will be straightforward and can be 
added to the open source CFD code HYP, which is under continuous development at 
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. In practice, some revisions may be found to be 
in order. A first attempt to simplifying the model is due to the fact that temperatures 
within the MPDT can reach 20,000 K. At these temperatures, complete dissociation 
occurs, leaving only monatomic gases. For a monatomic gas, rotational and vibrational 
effects are not present. Consequently, modeling these energies might be unnecessary 
and thus the size of the numerical model would be reduced. Another reduction in the 
complexity of the model might be realized by regarding electron/electronic non-
equilibrium differently. Electron/electronic non-equilibrium might cause numerical 
stiffness when source terms are implemented, in which case reproducing Candler's 
procedure might be a solution. Again, Candler does not differentiate electronic energy 
with respect to electron temperature, but rather groups it with the heavy-particle 
energy. 
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Certain physical processes have not been addressed in this work. As part of this 
work's assumptions, viscosity, resistive diffusion and Hall terms were nicely, yet 
justifiably, set aside. The numerical treatment of these diffusive, as opposed to 
wavelike, processes is much simpler. On the other hand, radiation transport, which is 
significant at the temperatures typical of an MPDT, is extremely complicated and 
computationally intensive. Finally, the source terms by which molecular energies are 
exchanged have not yet been implemented. A body of literature exists on these 
processes, from which it will be straightforward to construct appropriate models. 
Upon completion of the eigensystem, and its inclusion in the CFD code, sample 
calculations will be performed in association with colleagues at NASA MSFC, 
Advanced Concepts Office. Subsequently, the revised code's integration into the 
existing Multiphysics Tool will enable coupled heat transfer and structural analysis 
calculations. Test cases for the CFD code will be selected from the cunent literature. 
Our hope is to apply the code to designs now evolving within the MSFC Propulsion 
Research Center and elsewhere. 
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Appendix A 
Expansion of the Flux Vector 
The flux vector in Cartesian coordinates is split into its three directions as: 
fluxes 
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Appendix B 
Homogeneity of the Flux Vector 
We say that F(Q) is homogeneous of degree n if the following relation is true: 
F(*-Q) = r - F ( Q ) (B.l) 
Homogeneity of degree one is equivalent to linearity. Again, note that the flux vector 
in general coordinates is obtained after linear algebra on three separate vectors that are 
strictly similar. The only difference resides in the place of terms associated with each 
velocity component: u , v, and w. Those terms shift diagonally. The process below 
shows homogeneity for the x- component only. Linear algebra implies that the 
process is the same for the two other directions, and that a combination of those 
processes will make the final flux still homogeneous. 
The x-flux is: 
pu + p + 
pvu-
pwu 
P i " 
Pns" 
A " 
B2 Bt 
2p0a p0a 
B B 
V V 
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E
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' \ B 
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2/VV 
u ^u -B 
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u—^-u B 
Mo" 
\ 
0 
(B.2) 
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Again, expressed as a function of the conserved variables: 
(H 
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The electron pressure as well as the static pressure need to be expressed 
of the conserved variables only. 
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Solving for electron pressure from Equation (3.87): 
2 
P . ( Q ) = -
( I \ 2 / \2 / \2\ 
£ Pe{Pu) +{PV) +{P™) 
2 (Pi+„ + Pef 
(4.54) 
Checking homogeneity of that term yields: 
f 
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v 
kE kpe k2(pu)2 + k2(pv)2+k2(pw) 
e
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2 A 
= k-Pe{Q) 
(B.4) 
Solving for total pressure from Equation (3.72) (Note that a was introduced in that 
equation.): 
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Checking for homogeneity: 
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Overall, replace the conserved variables Q by: 
k-Q = (kp .. kpmkpe'kpu kpv kpw'kBx kBy kBz'kEv kEr kEelec kEe kET ka) 
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Factoring constant k: 
Pr A + - + A , 
Pe 
\PU) 
P+-+Pej 
(H_N 
A+--+A, 
[pu] 
-+P+-
px+- + pc ' 2p0a 
((pv)(pu) BSBXS 
A+- + Pe P<P , 
(pw)(pu) B,BX^ 
P,+ +A Mifl , 
P") „
 B JPU 
P0a 
V A + - + A 
c 
•B-B. 
(pu) 
P+- + Pe 
{PU) 
P + - + A 
( 
-B, -B. 
P+- + Pey 
(PV) ^ 
A+-- + A , 
'A+-- + A , 
[pu) ^ 
B-B, 
P+- + PeJ 
I UU I 
v "A 
[pu] 
'Pe 
{pu 
k--
•}2 ,
 D2 , T}2\ B2+B2+B: 
E
 +Pe+— 2p0a 
(pu ' B, f 
ET+p+-
B: + B,+B. 
2p0a 
A + - + A 
M 
A + - + A 
A + - + A 
pu) 
\Moa 
M0a V>"o' 
^P,+- + A 
'Jpu) 
V 
-B+- (Pv) 
B .+ 
P+-+Pe 
(H 
-B, +-
(pw) 
• + Pe 
(pw) 
A + - + A A + + A - Pt+- + Pe 
B.. 
JJ 
0 
(B.9) 
Once constant k is factored out of the vector, the right-hand side is easily seen as 
equal to k-F(Q). This proves that F(k-Q) = k-F(Q) 
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Appendix C 
Expressing the £-Component of the Flux 
Vector in General Coordinates 
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The initial coordinate system is a Cartesian (x,y,z) system with which the 
flow relates but not in a smooth manner. The flow does not follow the perfectly 
orthogonal x, y , and z axis. The general coordinate system (or normalized metrics) 
i£,r],£) follows the geometry, thus is more likely related to the flow field lines. The 
normalized metrics are just direction cosines of the general coordinates with respect to 
the x, y, and z coordinates. The flux vector in the x -direction becomes the flux 
vector in the £-direction. The derivations are detailed line by line using the following 
relations between the two coordinate systems: 
F"=£F + £ G + £ H (4.9) (b) 
Notations in the final flux vector, the general speed and the general magnetic field 
expressions are: 
u'=£xu + gyv + £tw (4.12) 
Bx'=£xBx+l,By+lBz (4.15) 
1. Continuity equations - line 1 to line ns+1 
(n=m+£(G).+£(H). 
= £xp1u + £yplv + £zplw 
= A ( £ K + £ V + £W) 
The same procedure is applied for lines 2 to ns+1, lines related to the densities 
of each species involved in the chemical reaction, both heavy particles and electrons. 
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2. Momentum equations - line ns+2, ns+3 and ns+4 
(nu^(FL+2+£(GL+2+£(H)nj+2 
= £ 2 B pu + p + Bt 
2 \ 
2p0a p0a) + £ puv-
BA 
p0a 
+ £ 
o" J 
puw-- BA p0a 
= pu(gxu + gyv + £zw) + £ 
= puu'+ g 
p + 
B 2 \ 
2pQa 
fi 
f
 R 2 A 
p+ 
2p0a) 
B 3_ 
p0a 
(C.3) 
Line ns+3 and ns+4 are strictly similar to line ns+2. Results are: 
(r')„3 = p™'+l 
(F'L+4 = ^ ' + £ 
p+ 
B 2 A 
2p0a o"y 
P + 
B 2 "\ 
2p0a) 
-B. 
B. 
p0a 
3_ 
p0a 
(C.4) 
(C5) 
3. Magnetic equations - line ns+5, ns+6, ns+7 
These lines relate to each component of the magnetic field and follow the 
same derivation process. 
(F 'L5=^(FL5 +^(GL5 +^(HL5 
= {x(uBx-Bxu) + {)(vBx-Bvu) + {z{wBx-Bzu) 
= (fr + fy+fr)Bx-u(£Bx+lB,+ZtBt) 
= u'B-uB' (C.6) 
( F ' U = M ' 5 V - V 5 ; (C.7) 
(C.8) 
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4. Energy equations - Lines ns+8 to ns+12 
The next five lines relate to the different energies. They appear in the 
following order: vibrational, rotational, electronic, electron, and total energy. 
Vibrational, rotational, and electronic are very similar. 
(F'L+s=^(FU+^(G)nj+8+^(H)nj+8 
= £xEvu + £yEvv + £tEvw 
= E,u' 
(C.9) 
(F'U = ^ ' (CIO) 
(C.ll) 
For the electron flux, we have 
(F,L10=^(FL10+^(G)„tlo+^(H)ii 
= £ Ee + Pe + B 
ns+10 
2 N 
vv 
••+£ E„ + p„ + 
e re 
2jU0a 
B2 
u ^ u B 
p0a 
\ 
K E +p + 
e re 
B 2 A 
W lM\P. 
v ^ u B 
p0a 
+ .. 
Vv 2p0a r ; 
w ^ u B 
p0a 
E +p + 
e re 
B 2 A 
2p0a 
u'-^u-B 
p0a 
(C.12) 
Similarly, for the total energy flux 
»2 > 
V /ns+l l 
ET + p + 
Bz
2p0a 
« ' - ^ u - B (C.13) 
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The final £ homogeneous flux vector is: 
F' = 
pu 
PA 
PeU 
puu + £,x 
PVU'+iy 
pwu'+ £ 
P+ 
B 2 \ 
2/V5. 
2 \ 
P+-
B 
V 
f 
p+ 
V 
u'Bx 
u'By 
u'Bz-
£, 
Er 
B2 
2/^a 
-Bxu 
-Bxv 
-Bxw 
u' 
u' 
E
elA 
.M. 
BA 
HP 
BA 
HP 
(£,+ft+JLr)«'-A(u.B) 
(£r+p+-B-T)«'-Ar(u-B) 
0 
(4.44) 
The derivations of G' and H' follow the same method again using: 
v'=rjxu + r]xv + T].w 
w= £> + £> + £> 
and 
By'=nxB,+riyBy+rizBz 
BZ'=CXBX + CA, + CZBZ 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Hence the rj and the C, homogeneous fluxes are respectively: 
py 
p,y 
Pe"' 
PUV + TJX 
PVV + T), 
pwv'+n. 
P + 
P+ 
B2 
2Ha) 
B2 
2HP. 
P+-
B 2 "\ 
BA 
Ha 
BA 
Ha 
BA 
Ha 2Ha. 
G'= v'Bx-Byu 
v'B^-Bxv 
v'B.-Byw 
£>" 
£rv' 
(£e + ^ + - ? - ) v ' ^r(u-B) 
2/^a /^a 
B2 B 
(£,+/>+——)V ^(u-B) 
2-Ha Ha 
0 
(C14) 
H = 
pw' 
ptlw 
PeW' 
puw'+ rx 
pvw'+£y 
pww'+ £. 
, 2 A 
p+ 
p+ 
P+-, 
T-HP 
B2 
2/4,aJ 
B2 ^ 
w'Bx-B.u 
w'B^ -By 
w'B. —B.w 
E\v' 
Ew' 
E
elecW' 
AA 
Ha 
BA 
Ha 
BzB. 
H^ 
2-Ha Ha 
B B. (EJ. + P+ )w' ^(u-B) 
0 
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Appendix D 
Derivation of Vector b 
Again, from Section 4.5.2.3 Algebra Simplifications page 43, 
V 
0 
F = 
0 + a 
(4.48) 
or, 
S"1 A., S 
Sp Xp Sp b 
[of (D.l) 
Multiplying each matnx using the software Matlab gives, 
b = 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 B2 
6 a ju0 
1 B2 
6 a p0 
1 , B2 
6 a ju0 
B ' 
-u-T-
a 
B ' 
- V - 7 -
a 
5 ' 
-w—^~ 
a 
0 
0 
0 
1 , B2 
— u —z— 
2 a2p0 
1 , B2 
— u —— 6 a'fi0 
0 
(D.2) 
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Appendix E 
Intermediate Matrices Used 
to Find the Eigenvalues 
84 
This appendix presents the various matrices involved successively in the flux 
vector splitting method. These include the various eigensystems of MacCormack and 
Powell. 
av 
v.. 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 .. 
0 . 
0 
0 . 
0 .. 
0 
= 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
£A 
Z,Pm 
ZA 
u' 
0 
0 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
0 
0 
0 
ZA 
IPns 
<f,A 
0 
u' 
0 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
0 
0 
0 
ZA 
ZzPm 
ZA 
0 
0 
u' 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ZA 
pap0 
ZA 
pap0 
BB 
paHo 
u' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ZB 
^x \ 
pap0 
ZA 
PaMo 
ZA 
paPo 
0 
u' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ZA 
papQ 
ZA 
paPo 
ZA 
pap0 
0 
0 
u' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
u' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
L 
p 
p 
L 
p 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ZA 
ZA 
ZA 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o o £c, £q lA CABX CAB, CABZ o o o |n- -|—"' \u'(p-pe)C, 
. B2 
0 . 
0 . 
• 0 0 -Lp -Ep -£.p 
3 3 ' 3 * 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 
3a p0 
0 
(E.l) 
5 B2 
where: C, = - pt + ^r— (E.2) 3 3ap{ 0 
2 P-Pe 
3ap0 p 
C l = - ^ - ^ - ^ (E.3) 
C 3 = ~ ^ - &A) 
2 a-p0p 
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3P ( B. A 
sw "M0 
0 
0 
b 
0 
0 
o . 
o . 
o . 
o . 
b . 
o . 
o . 
o . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
. 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
' 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Bx' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2
 BA' 
3 ap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2BA' 
3 ap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Bx' 
0 
0 
0 
28A' 
3 ap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Pap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C2uBx' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B: 
pap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c2A' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B/ 
Pap0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C2wBx' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
"o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o" 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o" 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
uBx 
a 
a 
wBx' 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 ( u B)B t ' 
3 a2p0 
0 
(E.5) 
with again, 
C,= 2 P-Pe 
3apQ p 
(E.3) 
A'e is calculated easily using Equation (4.47): 
av av p0a 
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o 
o 
o 
»<0 »<r.' 
to " 3 to "Q ^ 
O O O O O 
O O O O O 
O O O O O 
O O O © O 
O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I 
<5. 
CN I m 
o 
o 
o 
o o o 
O O
 3 
o "3 o 
"3 o o 
I 
3 
- I n 
1^-
I 
3 
«-, I m 
O 
O 
o 
O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
oa 
<N 
I 
II 
to 
Mjv 
=3. 05 
<a ~ 
^.
 vu> 
= to 
=3. 1 
<o 
<a. to 
uji' 
•5. 
a 0 0 0 
to 
3 
.1 
to" 
0 0 to 
«J>' 
5S. 
<P1 
^ 
oa" 
1 
to 
3 . 
^ 
to 
Mj> 
a. 
K to 1 
to' 
« j ! 
sj. to 
<a » Q , "J> 
,3- «" <a K, § . Hj> 0 0 0 
to 
7 
to 
3 
o 
l 
CN 55. 
CO 
U 
<3-
CQ 
/ 
P* \ > o 
ro I ro 
<» o 
I 
ro ro 
CO v 2 _ 
O 3 O 
"3 o o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
to 
HJ." 
o 
o 
o 
o 
H to 
"J? 
« 
Hj> 
to 
to 
to 
1 
to 
to 
1 
to" 
( 
to 
" J I 
„ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
to 
to 
=3. 
<c 
CM | m 
1 
aa" 
to 
0 
3 
<c 
«N | r»> 
1 
to" 
to 
3° 
>c 
O. 
O. 
Uj> 
in 1 m 
Q . 
O 
O 
aa_ ^ © © © tN I ft n_^  © 
o 
o 
© 0 0 
0 0 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
CM 
pa 5S. 
en 
+ 
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